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ABSTRACT. Studies that had been sta rted in 197 1 were continued in the summer of 1972 in order to 
gather informa tion on the intragl acia l run-off system in the a bla tion region ofHinte reisferner. In a long-term 
test of 30 h, the dail y fluc tuations of the inflow into a moulin a nd the discharge at the glacier mouth w ere 
measured. A number of injec tions of dye tracers were made to measure the curve o f concentra tion versus 
time. Finally, a test was made to compare with last year's results, in which the inflow was marked with dye 
at three different points on the glacier. From the long-term m easurements, the d a ily flu ctuations of the 
average velocity of flow in the intraglacia l run-off sys tem and the dispers ion coeffi cient were determined . 
The results confirm the exp eriments of las t year, showi ng tha t the m elt water reaches the g lacier bed ta king 
the shortest possible route without pass ing through cavities within the glacier, fl owing mostly in a n open 
channel. 

R EsuME. Sur les circulations d'eau dll reseau interne de drainage de I'Hilltel'eisjemer, Alpes de I'Dtz tal, Autriche. 
Commencees en 197 1 et poursuivies en ete 1972, les etudes dont il es t rendu compte avaient pour but de 
rassembler des informations sur le systeme intraglaciai re d 'ecoulement de I'eau dans la zone d 'ablation d e 
I'Hintere isferner. Au cours d 'une longue experi ence de 30 h , les flu ctuations journa lieres du debit penetrant 
dans un m oulin et du debit d e I'emission a la so rtie du glac ier ont e te m esurees. U n certa in nombre d ' injec
tions de coloran ts an t e te faites pour dresser la courbe des concentra tions en fonction du temps. Finalement, 
on a fait un essai pour compareI' avec les resultats de I'annee precedente penda nt laquelle I'eau penetrant 
dans le g lacier ava it ete colo ree en trois points differents du glac ier . A partir de I'experience de longue duree, 
on a determine Ies fluctuatio ns j ournali eres d e la vitesse moyen ne de I'ecoulement da ns le sys teme de draina ge 
intraglacia ire et le coeffi c ient d e dispersion . L es resuIta ts confirment ceux de I'annee preceden te et montrent 
que I'eau de fusion gagne le lit du glacier en prenant le chemin le plus court possible sans passeI' par d es 
cavites a travel's le glacier , coulant surtout en chenal ouvert. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. U ber die Wasserwege des illlleren Abflusssystems des Hilltereisjemers, Otz taler AlPetI, Dsterreic" . 
Im J a hr 19 71 begonnene Untersuchungen wurden im Sommer 1972 fortgesetzt, urn n iihere Aufsch lLisse 
Liber d as intraglaz ia le Gerinnesys tem im Abla tionsgebiet des Hinte reisferners zu erhalten. Dabei wurde n 
in einem 30 Stunden wiihrenden Dauerversuch die tageszeitlichen Schwankungen d es Zuflusses zu e ine r 
GletschermLihle und des Abflusses am Gle tsch ertor gemessen sowie e ine Anzahl von Farbstofl'impfungen zur 
J\llessung del' Konzentratio ns-Zeit-Kurven durchgefLihrt. Anschliessend li ef ein Vergle ichsversuch zu d en 
M essungen im Vorjahr, be i d em an drei verschiedenen Stellen des G letschers del' Zufluss mit Farbe markiert 
wurde. Aus den M essungen des Dauerversu ch s wurden del' tageszeitliche Verlauf d e r durchschnittli ch e n 
F liessgeschwindigkei t und d es Dispersionskoeff izienten im intraglazia len Gerinnesystem ermittelt. Die 
Ergebnisse bes tiitigcn die V ersuche des VOIjahrs und zeigen, dass das Schmelzwasser a ufkurzem Weg an die 
Gletschersohle gela ngt, ke ine grosseren Hohlriiume innerhalb des Gietschers durchfliess t und seinen W eg 
weitgehend in einem Freispiegelgerinne zurLicklegt. 

I. I NTROD UCTION 

Only a few studies have hitherto been made on the drainage system of the melt water 
from a temperate glacier. First indications on the transit time of melt water from the ablation 
area of the Hintereisfern er (Otztal Alps) were given by Lang (1966) . Further Stenborg 
(1969, 19 70) has investigated the internal drainage system of two glaciers in north Swed en 
(Mikkaglaciaren and Storglaciaren) by salt injections. The average optimal Aow velocity 
calculated using an air line between the location of injection and the site of measurement 
were found to be 0.5- 0.7 m /so 

From the diurnal variations of the tritium content of water samples from the streams of the 
K esselwandferner and Hintereisferner (Otztal Alps) it was concluded that the melt water 
runs off from the ablation area without great delay (Behrens and others, 1971 ). Due to the 
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great contribution of melt water from old glacier ice, minimum concentrations of tritium 
were measured in samples at the snout of the glacier shortly after the maximum of the diurnal 
ablation rate. This result demonstrates the rapid run-off of melt water from the ablation area 
without significant retention. 

Rothlisberger (1972) treated the internal drainage system of the glacier from the view
point of hydraulics . He pointed out, that melt water can flow in ice channels within the 
glacier. Melt water is thus not necessarily forced to flow in open channels at the bedrock for 
long distance. 

Krimmel and others ( 1973) recently investigated the water flow from the South Cascade 
Glacier, Washington. During the ablation season dyes and salt tracers were used at eigh t 
locations distributed over the ablation and accumulation area. T he results indicate that the 
water flow through the ablation area of the South Cascade glacier is mainly in large open 
conduits. 

In the ablation region of Hintereisferner, dye tracer tests were made in moulins and 
crevasses in summer and autumn of 1971 in order to get information on the run-off of melt 
water inside the glacier. These tests showed that the marked melt water appears in the 
Hintereisbach at the glacier snout after a comparatively short time (Ambach and others, 
1972) . In the summer of 1972, the studies of 197 1 were continued by further tracer tests. 
It was the purpose of these tests to determine the daily fluctuations of the average velocity of 
flow. Furthermore, the dispersion coefficient should give information on the water channels 
within the glacier. 

2. MEASURING PROGRAMME 

2.1. Long-term test 

Within 30 h , which is more than a diurnial variation, 14 instantaneous (point-type) 
injections of dye tracer were made every two hours at the inflow of the melt water into the 
so-called "medium moulin" (Fig. I). T he dye concentration was measured in water samples 
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Fig. I . Map of the Hintereiiferner with points of injection and the point of measurement: Hintereisbach. For further details 011 

injection points see Table I. We thank the late Professor Dr H. Hoinkes, Head of the Institut fur Meteorologie und 
Geophysik of Universitiit Innsbruck for permission to use the stake map. 
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of the discharge (Hintereisbach) below the glacier snout. From the time intervals between the 
appearance of the respective tracer clouds, the average velocities of flow and the dispersion 
coefficients were d e termined . At the same time, the inflow at the point of injection (" medium 
m o ulin" ) and the discharge at the point of measurement (Hintereisbach) were measured by 
the dye dilution m ethod (cf. e.g., Behren and others, 1971 ) . 

2.2. Comparative experiment 

Instantaneous injections of dye at three different points of the Hintereisferner followed the 
long-term test; at the "Untere Miihle" (lower moulin ) , "Mittlere Miihle" (medium moulin), 
and the "Stationsbach " (station stream ) (Fig. 1). From the change in concentration with 
time measured in the glacier discharge near the snout, the average velocity of flow and the 
dispersion coefficient were determined . While the samples were being taken, the discharge 
of Hintereisbach n ear the glacier snout was also measured (in the same way as in the long
term test of section 2.1 ) . 

2.3. Choice of tracer and detection 

Tracer in the samples collected was determined in the laboratory by a selective spectro
fluorom etri c method of measurement with high sensitivity (Behrens, 1973 ) . The choice of 
tracer at the individual points of injection was such that there was no mutual disturbance 
possible during the sp ectrofluorometric determination . 

The inflow into moulins was m easured with amounts of sulfo-rhodamine G so small that 
its concentration in the glacier stream at the snout was usually below the threshold of d e tec
tion , owing to its dilution . The dyes uranine and rhodamine WT injected into the m oulins 
can be adequately separated by their different spectral r egions of fluorescence. The discharge 
measurements in the Hintereisbach near the glacier snout were made separately with larger 
amounts of sulfo-rhodamine G, without affecting the detection of dye injected into the 
m oulins, since the samples used for this purpose were taken above the region of discharge 
measurements. 

TABLE 1. INFLOW AND OUTFLOW DURING DYE TRACE R T ESTS ON HINTEREISFERNER 

Point of Amount Inflow at the Discharge at the 
Date Time injection of dye point of injection q point of measuremC1lt Q 

h g lis m'ls 

24 July 1972 10.00 MM 50 U 8·5 6.1 
12.00 MM 50 U 28·5 6.2 
14.00 MM 50 U 43.0 6·7 
16.00 MM 50 U 55.0 7. 1 
18.00 MM 50 U 34.0 6.6 
20.00 MM 50 U 21.0 6.6 
23.00 MM 50 U 12.0 6.6 

25 July 1972 02.01 MM 50 U 6,5 5·9 
05.00 MM 50 U 5.0 5·4 
08.00 MM 50 U 6·5 6.0 
10.00 MM 50 U 16,5 7·9 
12.00 MM 50 U 34.0 8·3 
14.00 MM 50 U 53·5 8·4 
16.00 MM 50 U 40.5 7.8 

27 July 1972 09. 15 StB 400 U 4.0 5·5 
10.00 MM 400 RWT 13·5 6.2 
10.00 UM 100U 35.0 6.0 

U M = Untere Muhle (lower moulin), 800 m from point of measurement. 
MM = Mittlere Muhle (medium moulin), I 700 m from point of measurement. 
StB = Stationsbach (sta tion stream), 5 200 m from poin t of measurement (cf. Fig. I ) . 

U = Uranine. 
RWT = Rhoda min WT. 
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3. EVALUATION 

3.1 . Inflow and discharge measurements 

The results of these measurem ents are shown in Table I. 

3. 2. Concentration-time curves 

For taking samples a t the different poin ts of m easuremen t, th e method of continuous 
sampling a t constant withdrawal rate was usua lly applied (Beh rens and o thers, 1971). 
E xceptionally after the injections of 24 July 1972 , 23 .00 h and 25 July 1972 , 2.0 1 h , individua l 
samples (instantaneous samples) were taken for technical reasons. The resul ts of con centration 
m easurements are shown in Figure 2 for the long-term test (section 2 . I ) and in F igure 3 for 
the comparative experiment (sec tion 2.2). 
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Fig. 2. Concentration- time curves oJ the long-term test. 
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Fig. 3. Concentration- time curves oJ the comparative test. 

3.3 . Dispersion eoiffieient and velocity of flow 

The curve of concentration versus time after an instantaneous injection may be d escribed 
approximate ly by the linear dispersion equation 

oc 02e oc 
- = D--uat ox2 ox ( I) 

(e.g. Taylor, 1954 ; Fischer, 1968), where D is the dispersion coeffi cient, u is the average 
velocity of flow , x is the distance of the point of m easurement from the point of injection, t is 
the time of fl ow, and c is the tracer concentration (in dye units per unit volume) . For a 
point of measurem ent at which the samples are taken, having a distance of X m from the 
point of injection , the following concentration- time rela tion is obtained as a solution to 
Equation ( I) : 

A -(Xm - ut )2 
c(x m, t ) = ( D )' exp D 41T t ' 4 t 

In Equation (2), A is a constant proportional to the amount of injec ted tracer per unit area . 
It is possible to d escribe the most important part of the dependen ce of concentration on time 
with sufficient a ccuracy by using Equation (2) , a lthough it has b een shown that there exist 
systematic deviations at the end of the curve (Ambach and J ochum, 1973) . Owing to the 
diurnial variations of the melt-water discharge, a diurnial variation of the average velocity 
of flow u and of the dispersion coeffi cient D of Equation (2) are to be expected . 

The concentration- time curves shown in Figures 2 and 3 were evaluated by approximating 
to the measured curves (stepped diagram) by m eans of Equation (2). 

The values of average veloci ty of flow u and of the dispersion coeffi cient D d etermined 
for the long-term test are given in Figure 4 toge ther with the inflow q to the moulin and dis
charge Q, of the g la cier stream near the glacier snou t. Figure 5 shows the dispersion coeffi cient 
D as a fun ction of the average velocity of flow u for the series of the long-term test. The 
points scatter without any systematic deviation around a plotted trend line. 
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Fig. 5. R elation between the disp ersion coejJiciellt D and the average velocity of flow u. 

According to Fischer (1968), there exists a relation between the dispersion coefficient D 
and the hydraulic properties of a channel system of the form 

D = aRv+, 

where R is the hydraulic radius of the channel, v+ is the shear velocity, and a is a characteristic 
parameter of the channel (the so-called non-dimensional dispersion coefficient). The shear 
velocity v+ is proportional to the mean velocity v (cf. Press and Schroder, 1966). Becau se the 
discharge along the distance between the injection and measuring points is changing very 
slowly in relation to the travelling time of the tracer, the mean velocity v at the measuring 
point can be assumed to be approximately proportional to the average flow velocity u between 
the points of injection and of measurem ent. 
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Assuming, that the hydraulic radius has no essential variation during the day, and that the 
quantity a is a constant average value for a certain channel distance, Equation (3) may be 
simplified to 

D = const. u. 

4. R ESU LTS 

The studies of summer 1972 on the water channels in the internal drainage system of 
Hintereisferner have shown the following results: 

4.1. The results gathered in summer 1971 (cr. Ambach and others, 1972) were largely 
confirmed by the new studies. In particular the m easured times of flow and the 
concentration- time curves of the two periods are in good agreement. Hence it may 
be concluded that no d e tectable change in the structure of the intraglacial system of 
channels occurred. 

4.2. Stenborg (1969, 1970) from his m easurements on two glaciers in Sweden gives 
average values for optimal velocity of flow between 0.5 and 0.7 m /s for intraglacial 
melt water. The average velocities of flow measured on the Hintereisferner from dye 
tracer tests of 197 I and J 972 are be tween 0.47 and I . J I m/s, thus being in good 
agreem ent with the values given by Stenborg. H ence it may be assumed that the 
values obtained for the average velocity of flow also hold outside the local region 
tes ted , being of great help for studies on other glaciers. 

4.3. The rates of recovery of injected dye are above 90% (the lowest value measured was 
89%) . These high values show that the chosen tracers are well suited for examining 
intraglacial channel sys tems. 

4+ During the long-term test of 30 h, the samples were taken with a duration of 5 min 
per sample, since originally only the time offlow was to be m easured . The passage of 
a tracer cloud at the point of measurem ent (until about 90 % of the dye had appeared) 
was found to take no more than 15 to 20 min. H ence the time of taking samples is 
compa ratively long as compared to the time of passage of a tracer cloud. In individual 
cases, the amount of data was therefore too small for a dispersion analysis. For exact 
dispersion examinations, the tracer passage curve could therefore be made more 
accurate by taking samples in shorter time intervals. 

4.5. Figure 5 shows an approximately linear relation between the dispersion coefficient D 
and the average velocity of flow u in agreement with Equation (4). The assumptions 
for the validity of Equation (4) have to be examined . Apart from this aspect, the 
linear experimental relation of Figure 5 can be explained from a hydraulic viewpoint 
by Equation (4) . 

4.6. The progress line of the inflow q to the " Mittlere Muhle" (medium moulin ) repre
sents a locally confined discharge event, being insufficiently representative for the 
entire melting process of the Hintereisferner. It is therefore not possible to draw any 
conclusion from the m easured inflow progress line q as compared with the m easured 
outflow line CL of Hintereisbach as to the diurnial storage process within the glacier. 

4.7. The concentration- time curves (Figs 2 and 3) measured after the dye tracer has 
passed through the Hintereisferner, compared with the concentration- time curves 
measured earlier on the Hintereisbach without passage through the glacier (Behrens 
and others, unpublished ) show a similar character as far as shape and dispersion 
coefficicnts are concerned. This gives a clue that the dye tracer inside the glacier 
flows largely in an open channel at the glacier bed getting there along the shortest 
route after being injec ted at the glacier surface. This agrees with the results of earlier 
examinations (Ambach and others, 1972) according to which there do not exist 
any large water-filled cavities along the channels inside the glacier. 
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